Match Ticket Bundle – Terms and Conditions of sale
Specific terms and conditions relating to the sale of match ticket bundles;
1. Bundles provide a “bundle” of six or twelve voucher codes. Codes can be used to redeem
match tickets for any home league fixture.
2. Ticket bundle pricing is based on either a Seated or Standing area, chosen by the fan at
the stage of purchasing the bundle.
3. The Voucher codes allocated as part of a 6 or 12 match product can only be used to
redeem tickets in the area selected at time of purchase i.e either all Seated or all Standing
Tickets
4. All tickets allocated as part of a 6 or 12 match product will be allocated as the same price
band purchased (eg. Adult, Senior, Junior).
5. Vouchers can only be redeemed against 2018-19 season home league fixtures. Vouchers
do not give any priority when purchasing tickets and do not guarantee entrance to any
fixture. Vouchers can only be redeemed subject to the availability of a particular fixture
6. Match ticket bundle products are a non-refundable purchase. It is the buyer’s
responsibility to redeem all vouchers allocated as part of a 6 or 12 match product against
home league fixtures within the 2018-19 season. Vouchers cannot be redeemed against
fixtures in future seasons.
7. Individual match tickets bought within the bundle may be moved to alternative matches
only in one of the following scenarios; (i) due to the original match date/time being
rescheduled due to being chosen for live TV coverage (ii) due to the original match
date/time being rescheduled due to inclement weather, or, (iii) due to the match being
chosen as a promotional incentivised match by Yeovil Town FC meaning a cheaper match
ticket could be obtained.
8. 6 or 12 match ticket bundles are not available to the Under 16’s, or Young Person priceband. The Senior price band Bundles are only available on Terrace tickets.
9. 6 or 12 match ticket bundles are not available within any Premium seating area of the
stadium.
10. No more than one voucher purchased as part of 6 or 12 match bundle can be redeemed
against a single fixture.
Additional to the above specific terms and conditions; all match tickets allocated as part of a
match ticket bundle are also governed by the match ticket terms and conditions, as
displayed on the Club website, www.ytfc.net

